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Bowline/ Green State University. Bowling Green. Ohio, Tuesday.

Goldwater Urges
All Conservatives:
Enter Party Work

NEW NAMESAKE—lean Trotter. Gamma Phi lees's entry la tto Ha sGSU
away with Ih. till*. Sh. U shown al l.fl In tho lormal which
1 tor place in the cateaory of beauty, and al right durtnq tto "•xlomporan
•MM BMBOloauo'' which won hor tto talonl division. Mi»i Trotter's lalont In not
all hi DM told—oto also made tto evenlnq drees toreerll

LOVXcY lASS— Marlyn Gelo sang and danced tor way rlqht up lo ihi
ludqes' table durinq tho conlott. Tho port llttlo mles was Alpha XI Delta's entry la
tto corapontton far Mies »GSU.
news by IU1 Tsui

Joan Trotter Elected
Beauty Queen Winner
»T »ob Frosl
It'a an event that could become
the greatest single attraction of
the year—the Miss BGSli Context.
■^With Queen Josm Trotter rsig*ing as the first Hiss BGSU, a
thrill-filled audience of more than
1,200 filed out of the ballroom in
the Union busting; with excitement
over the pagaent they had just witnessed.
No one need go farther than our
own Bowling Green State University to see so much talent and
beauty as was displayed by the 16
contestant* who represented their
individual living units in the contest.
The hardest job, by far, was
that of the judges, who had to decide on a winner. Hiss Ohio, Alice
Ann HcClain, summed up her feeling, and those of her colleagues:
"I've never done anything so hard
in all my life."
She couldn't have been more
correct. Each finalist, parading
first in burmuda shorts and
sweaters, following with a talent
act, and finally appearing in a
magnificant looking evening gown,
could be proud of the tremendous
job she did.
It seems regrettable that the
audience could not have witnessed
the entire 16 talent acts. But the
rules, which parallel closely those
of the Hiss America contest, made
it necessary to hold eliminations
the night before.
The queen, Joan Trotter, a Gamma Phi Beta from Lafayette,
Calif., first came down between
the golden pillers in black bermudas and a white cashmere
sweater. Her talent act was a
monologue of a young lady taken

Huriy-Up Headlines

to a party which she really despised, and at which she seemed to
have quite a bit of trouble with
her nylons.
-JUr f».T«t*if ice-blue taffeta,
bell-shaped, with blue embroidered
sequins across the bodice.
The first runnerup, Bonnie A.
Gawronski, a freshman representing I.uwry Hall, is from Toledo.
She wore a white strapless gown.
Her skirt of silk organza was covered with white ice net with 3 red
roses on a white satin sash.
She did a modern jazz dance to
the song, "Captain from Catalina."
When she first appeared she wore
all-black burmudas with an allblack sweater.
Gloria A. Ziegler, the second
runner-up, a sophomore from Bellevue representing Delta Zeta,
wore grey wool bermudas with an
all black sweater when she first appeared. She did the execution
speech from "Joan of Arc" as her
talent act. Her formal attire was
a black rayon crepe gown with
gold bead floral trim running
down the middle.
The other talent acts consisted of
dancing, singing, and piano solos.
Entertainment provided by a
group appearing for the second
time at Bowling Green, the Arbors
from the University of Michigan,
sang and clowned to the delight of
the audience while the contestants
changed outfits, and came back
for an encore when final results
were tabulated.
Alice McClain also provided entertainment as she sang two songs
that helped her win the Hiss Ohio
title: "Body and Soul," and "Basin
Street"
(Continued on page 2)

(UPI)—Sen. Barry Goldwater.
R-Ariz., ha* urged conservatives to
"get Inside the party tent and
work."
"Too often we stand outside and
throw rocks . . ." he said. "We've
lost these (Republican and Democratic) parties because the socalled liberals crashed into the
tent and took over the machinery."
Goldwater made the remarks in
a dinner address at a political action conference sponsored by the
weekly Washington newsletter.
"Human Events."
Conservatives New "Liberal"
Both Goldwater and Rep. Bruce
Alger. R-Tcx., with whom he shared the sneaker's platform, said
conservatives are gaining recognition as the "true Liberals." Conservatives must "copy the success"
of the Liberals who have infiltrated both political parties, he said.
"Pick candidates we know are
conservative, then make sure they
have the money to run and back
them," he urged.
He also warned against what
he said was the conservatives' tendency to band together. "Preach
the gospel of conservatism," he
said. "Talk to all the knotheads
and eggheads you know."
Stresses Friesndllnees To Press
In addition, Goldwater urged his
fellow conservatives to "be a little
more friendly to the press." Most
newsmen, he said, "have grown up
on this liberal philosophy and never had a chance to hear the opposite point of view."
Alger charged that liberals believe only In increased federal government control and bigger spending to solve the nation's ills. This
philosophy is characterized by a
mistrust in the right of individuals
to plan their lives, he said.
"If this nation falls, it will be
from within, because of our own
economic foolishness," he said.

Russians Fighting
Anti-Jew Charges
(UPI)—The Soviet Union has
put its Jewish leaders on display in
an attempt to counteract its
"slanderous" reputation for antiSemitism.
Trud, the labor newspaper,
boasted that the Soviet Union has
many Jewish scientists, war heroes,
civic leaders, and intellectuals, and
even claimed that Soviet Jews have
had their own autonomous republic
since 1934.
Trud objected to the recent International Zionist Congress in
Israel which "spread lies about the
alleged poor situation of JewB in
the U.S.S.R." It called the Zionists
"submissive lackeys of American
imperialism."
The article said more than 7,600
Jews are deputies to Supreme Soviets at the federal, republic, and
city levels, but did not say if any
Jews belong to the Communist
Party's Central Committee.
The article said more than 40
Jews received "Hero of Socialist
Labor" medals—one of the nation's
highest awards—and more than 100
won the highest military order—
"Hero of the Soviet Union"—for
wartime courage.
Trud did not specify where the
Jewish autonomous region was, but
said it had "40 large industrial
enterprises, 60 libraries with collections of Jewish authors, and a
city theater with Its own authors."

Toledo Blade Editor Will Address
Seniors At Midyear Commencement
_
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Michael Bradshaw, editor of the Toledo Blade, will speak
midyear commencement program, Friday, Jan. 27.
Approximately 180 persons will receive degrees during
the program, scheduled for 3 p.m. in the ballroom.
Dr
- Greer S. Imbrie, pastor of the Bowling Green Presbyterian Church, will give the invocation.

(UPI)
Argument over recog
nition of Communist China is a
"futile and spurious issue" in current American politics, a "diplomatlc dead-end street," says Chester I ow es. the congresaman-diplomat-businessman picked hv President-elect John F. Kennedy to be
undersecretary of state.
He calls it a needless, time-w.sting controversy because the stalemate over both U.S. recognition
and admission of Red China to the
United Nations is "not at the
moment solvable."
He rejects permanently Peiping's price for accepting either
U S. recognition or U.N. member.hlp: abandonment of Formosa's
in million people to communist
,.„!,,
Conservative. Oppo.. Polic,
Despite these blunt endorsement, of the basic U.S. policy on
China. Howies' nomination has run
into conservative opposition in the
Senate on China policy grounds.
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BOSTON, MA88. — Preetdentelert John F. Kennedy yesterday
announced the selection of Newton
Minow, a law partner of Adlai E.

Stevenson, as chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission, one of the agencies to be
overhauled thoroughly under the
new administration.
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM—Troops
fired warning shots and tear gas
grenades yesterday to repel rioters
in Mons, where strikers renewed
protests against the government's
austerity program.
The violence came as Premier
Gaston Eyskens ordered stricter
police measures to smash a new
wave of "systematic and concerted
criminal sabotage and attacks."
ST. PAUL, MINN.—Northwest
Airlines flight engineers who man
piston engine planes went on strike
yesterday morning, joining jet
flight engineers who walked out
three months ago at the nation's
sixth largest airline.
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a^oKf-SivS ror rrencn Referendum
'neutralization
of the Quemoy
and Matsu offshore Islands has a-

(UPI)—The prime moving factor behind President Char-

'°Both th%0nomine°en'.nd hi. critics take their text from Bowles'
own numerous speeches and artic es on
na. ^^^

>«* De Gaulle's calling of a national referendum to approve
his Algeria policy is the Algerian war.
When voters register their approval or disapproval of
hj8 plans Sunday it will be six years, five weeks, and four

These Bowles views, published
in Foreign Affairs Magazine last
April, may be thrown back at him
at his Senate hearing:
"Only when we start to move
off dead center in east Asia, beginning with the creation and implementation of imaginative policies
based on the reality of two Chinas,
will we start to exert a construetive influence on the shape of
events to come.
"The native Formosans, the Nationalists Chinese and the world
generally must be convinced that
our objective is not to create a
military base for the invasion of
the mainland but to encourage the
orderly growth of a new, independent nation—Formosa."

duys since approximately 30 bands of armed Moslems struck
in coordinated attacks all over
into quitting the country.
Some died in
Alo-pria and started trip wnr
vengeance attacks,
Algeria ana started tne war
(n wh|ch tarrortat§ dTOended in
tnHt ha
» b,ed France and Algeria the middle of the night to allt
cver
since.
tne throats of those they regarded
This David and Goliath allair Inas betraying them,
volvlne often no more than a few
Over tto years, thousands of
score thousand armed Moslems In
Europeans have qlvsn up In the
recent times has pinned down a
face of these terrorist tactics and
vast 500.000 man French army and
left the country. Paris papers rehas lied one arm behind Do
qularly carry want ads for apart
Gaulle's back In his plans to re
menu from cMsene "hut returned."
store France to what he believes
They have had a demoralizing
Is tor riqhtful place In world
effect on the armed forces, too.
affairs.
As the years wore on, many quesAll Saints Day. Nov. I. 1954. sow
tioned the wisdom of French poI icy. Even after De Gaulle had
m. ,iar| 0f H an.
,„
been
back in power for nearly a
Th
Geneva
CoBveBtloB
w
vear
e were many
ignored
'
military
'
,
,
men who had doubts about the
Armed rebels who swooped out w
things were going
of he nilli on A
'
" SaLnU DaLhit
Among the Foreign Legion there
at F.uror*a„s and pro-French Mos- wer, ^^4 to be many de-
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killing !in an ^uff'
initial spree off violence that took many thousands of
lives.
In tto terrorist-style war that has
followed over the years close to
13.000 officers and men of the
French armed forces have fallen
before terrorist bullets, grenades,
bombs, and knives.
Rebel losses can only be estimated roughly, for the MoalemB
often take their dead away with
them. But the figure is believed
to be more than 100,000.
An estimated total of 13,000
Moslems and 1,400 Europeans
have been slaughtered in attacks
that were purely of a terrorist
nature, having as their object only
the idea of frightening Kuropeans

Pulls
Of Cuba
r UII5 Ouf
UUI Wl
vllUU
(UPI)—U.S. Embassy Charge
D'Affairs Daniel Braddock and his
staff were scheduled to leave Cuba
over the week end and turn the
keys of the embassy over to Swiss
Ambassador Walter Bossi.
In the meantime, the Castro regime stepped up its preparations
for defense against an alleged
"invasion" and sought to turn its
failure to get United Nations action against the United States into
"a moral victory."
Retiring Secretary of State
Christian Herter's report to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the Laos and Cuban situations was "not very encouraging,"
legislators said.

sertions. And
there was much soulBearching. amonB. ft. 100|00o Mos,cm Buxiii,ries attached to the
French army,
I nHnnP^in nc. Slflil
IllUWiresiuiia Jiyn
Rliccinn AnrPPrtlPIlt
IWMIUII nyiCLinwin
(UPI) — The official Soviet
Tass new agency has announced
this week that a Soviet-Indonesia
"agreement" has been signed,
The agency did not say what the
agreement was about, but observers speculated that it was for
the purchase of arms by Indonesia.
Gen. Abdul Haris Nasutlon, Indonesian Army chief of staff, is
in Moscow on an arms-buying mission ■

Student Body Officer Choice Begins

UPI

Integration Measures Thwarted

ALGIERS, ALGERIA -Moslems
swinging axes and shovels ran riot
through the eastern town of Batna
yesterday in violent reaction to •
three-day referendum which gave
popular support to President Charles DeOauIle's blueprint for peace
in Algeria.

Bt the

both of New Hampshire, and Barry
Goldwater of Arizona promised
close questioning of the Kennedy

Preliminary

HACON, GEORGIA—At 10:46
a.m. yesterday morning, Federal
Judge W. A. Bootle granted a stay
in his order that the University of
Georgia be integrated. Until that
time, plans had been completely
formed to grant two Negro students admission to the all-white
University of Georgia, located at
Athena.
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is 1 .« 11 — « ■
for president
of the Student

nominations

8enjors wi„ b(J 8elected

retary and treasurer. At least five
but not more than seven rising

iors with minimum grade averages
of 2.6.

Body and other Student CounCil positions are now open.
v i.i, M
1.-1J __._; J.„*
Keith Trowbridge, president

dates for representatives on the
Student Council. The same holds
true for junior and sophomore candidate8 ,or „.„ on {ne Councj,

Students wishing to have their
"»""»submitted to the nominating
committee should have a fellow
8tudent ,.„ ^ ^ fom below

of the Student Body, made
this announcement at the meeting
of council Jan. 6.
Any student of the University
may submit to the nominating
committee the name or names of
any undergraduate who qualifies
under the provisions set forth in
the Student Body Constitution, as
a prospective nominee for any of

General qualifications for nosnln
„r one of the forms being distrianon arei for president: and vice
buted by the Student Body organipresident—rislna seniors with minization, and submit It either in
■"•"> erode avoioeos el 3.0.
person or through the campus mall
For secretary and treasurer—
to: Student Body Organization,
rising juniors or seniors with
Gate Theatre. These forms must
minimum grade averages of 3.0.
be submitted no later than Friday,
For council representative—rls- Jan. IS. Elections will be March
ing_ sophomores, _junlori,_or_ «en-_ lr^
'
_
_
,
"
i" »ii"
"*

these offices.

The nomlnatinq committee Is com
p.u.d oi members of studem
Council who win qraduate m lane.
and tto president of tto student
toij

MOTOaHTS BIWAIE lack Jones Is erecttnq a safety sfcja
behind tto Women's Blag, on Hldqe
St. lo wen motorists of students croseinq tto street Another each stea has
been pat up near tto Hidqe ft entrance
lo Front Hall.

This committee then will select
at least two but not more than
four rising seniors as candidates
for president, and at least two bnt
not more than three rising juniors
or seniors as candidates for sec-

i

,

„

candi*.

To: Student Body Office
Cn*P Triontro
\aare inearre

i

I

I hereby submit
Mam*)
.
V,
„
for consideration an a nominee for
'
'
{J> Stadsmt Council rapcesentative
|
|
w Pr««ld«nt Student Body
(3) Societal y. Student Body
(4) Treasurer, Student Body
._
_
'
I
VlxuX be relumed by Ian. 13.
■
u_________ — __
____.______j
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Opportunity Knocks

The Scene

Now that Christmas is over and we have started
a new year perhaps it would be a good time for students on
this campus to evaluate their past performance and set a few
goals for 1961.
The campus-wide election for Student Council, class officers, and directors at large of the Union is being held
March 16. This election is perhaps one of the best opportunities
you have to contribute to—and benefit from—University life
outside the classroom.
As our placement office personnel will tell you, employers
are still more interested in men who serve society rather than
living off it. They do not hire parasites of society who are
more interested in taking everything out of it and giving little
in return. How can you convince a prospective employer that
you would be a contributing employee if you arrive at the end
of a four-year college course having done as little as possible
to obtain your degree?
The greatest waste in America today is not the waste
of those who could have gone to college and did not. The
greatest and most tragic waste are those who do go to college
and muff their opportunities to get an education even though
they get degrees.
Democracy must encourage high individual performance
in all areas. Equal opportunity for all, yes, but also the freedom
to excel. This coming election is an opportunity to excel outside the classroom—after you have met the academic challenge.
—keith w. trowbridge

Chicago Economist Is
Cobus Hour Speaker
Dr. Friedrich A. Von Hayek, internationally recognized
economist and student of social thought from the University
of Chicago, will be the guest speaker for Cobus Hour at 8:80
p.m. tomorrow in the Alumni Room of the Union. Dr. Von
Hayek will speak on, "The Ideal Constitution."
Born in Vienna, Austria, in 1899, Dr. Von Hayek earned his
doctorate in law in 1921 and
his doctorate in economics in
1023 at the University of Vienna.
He did postgraduate work at New
York University in 1923-24.
After work as legal consultant
in Austrian government service,
ho was director of the Austrian
Institute of Economic Research
from 1927 through 1931, and lec-

Von Har»k

turer in economics at the University of Vienna from 1929 through
1931.
Ho was called to the University
of London in 1931 as professor of
economic science and statistics at
the London School of Economics.
He remained there until 1960,
when he moved to the University
of Chicago as professor of social
and moral science.
His Interests have gradually
moved from pure economic theory
to problems of social order and
social philosophy, intellectual history, scientific method, jurisprudence and physiological psychology. He has published books on
all of these subjects.
"The Road to Serfdom," published in 1944, is the most popular book Dr. Hayek has written,
and "The Constitution of Liberty,"
published in 1960, is his most recent book.
Dr. Jacob Cohen, associate professor of economics, said that Dr.
Hayek in his early years established himself by making fundamental
contributions to economic theoryIn recent years he has been primarily concerned with problems
of maintaining economic liberty.

PROTECT!
With Regular Dry Cleaning
ALL CLOTHING LOOKS BETTER.
WEARS LONGER
GOOD GROOMING AND THRIFT
RESULT FROM REGULAR DRY CLEANING

HOME LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
llOW.PoeRoad

RUN...
Don't
Creep - Walk - Crawl
to the

University
Dairy Bar
S31 Ridge Street

Presley, Bergman. B.C.. Lugosi
Among Winners Of New Award
By Skip Ferderber
This is the first of a one-part series on New Year's resolutions and how to avoid them. Before I digress, I'd like to leave
the subject for a moment
Many reputable organizations, such as the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and its companion in the
television industry give out awards at the end of the year of
entertainment, such as the
Nancy—the tritest comic strip
Oscar, the Emmy, and the in existence.
II C. and Peanuts—the best.
Fleugelhorn. Seeing as how no
Ingmar Bergman's "The Virgin
one really carea about these prizes,
Spring"—beat picture of the year,
it behooves The Scene to give an
award which is guaranteed to be on level of excellence unmatched
completely useless. The Scene by America.
Book and movie censors—varpresents the 1961 Ferd Awards to:
Elvis Presley and Rrenda Lee— ious jeers snd boos.
THE WINNER— 111 Sgl. Timnn H. Martell. a member of BOSU'l Pershing
The Reader's Digest condensed
Rifles Exhibition Drill Team. Is congratulated lor his victory In Individual military the two worst entertainers in the books—or "How to Lower Readdrill over 200 cadats at the Xavier Invitational Drill HHI Ian. 7. Marten, repre- country today.
"Attack of the Leech Woman" ing Standards in One Nauseating
senting the University and the PRs. Is the first BO cadet ever to win a malar
Individual drill contest. Bowling Green also won the team military drill competition. and "Hercules"—back-to-back in Experience."
The Snowdrift Shortening man
Fnoto by Tom Mann
first place for the most asinine
—top acting awards.
movies in years.
The 1981 automobiles—the moat
Loretta Young Show—the most
tasteless cars in history.
insipid television show.
Japanese cigarette lighters —
"Ben-Hur" and "Spartlcus"—
proof that money can be a substi- because they're cheap.
Elizabeth Taylor—for living.
tute for quality.
Marilyn Monroe and Arthur
New Orleans,
Housemothers
Bowling Green's Pershing Rifles won first place in both La. — the Ferd
Miller—happiest couple.
Bels Lugosi—my idol.
individual and exhibition military drill competition at the for outstanding
Lawrence Welk—No comment.
second annual Xavier University Invitational Drill Meet Satur- contributions to
Getting back to the local Scene,
clean citizenship
day. Pershing Rifle units from 12 universities and colleges and better inthe Ferd is awarded to:
The campus maintenance crew
terracial underparticipated.
—for
doing their best to save the
First Sgt. Terrence H. Martell, representing BG's PRs, standing, as
big
trees on campus.
well as responscored the first individual
Chi Omega—who play bridge
sible
parentwins in both straight and squad
well and have great guitar jam
hood.
drill victory in University his- drill competition, in addition to a
sessions at their house.
Elizabeth Taythird place in exhibition drill. RG
tory. He was* first in a field of
The football tesrn—for valiant
was second in total points scored, lor—for living.
200 cadets being judged for precieffort on the field.
"Exodus"—an
with first places scored in both
Ferderber
sion and excellence in straight
Doyt Perry—who has given BG
excellently enindividuals and exhibition.
military drill. In the competition.
its longest winning string in years.
lousy movie.
The 20-man exhibition team per- grossing book and
Martell defeated participants from
The Bowling Green campus and
formed a variety of trick sequences
such universities as Xavier, Cincincommunity—for outstanding efincluding close order bayonet drill,
nati, Dayton, Ohio State, Central
fort
and humanitarianism in cona 20-gun salute, and other seState, and Western Kentucky.
nection with the Oat Poly crash.
quences originated by members of
Commanded by 1st Lt. Robert
The Scene—which should be
the team. Last year ranked sixE. Schram, the exhibition drill
burned for giving the Ferd awards.
teenth in the nation at the anteam won by 100 points over the
The William Franklin York minP.S.—I'd like to be the first
nual Cherry Blossom Festival at
University of Dayton team. Of the
to wish the campus a Happy
Washington D.C., the present ex- eral collection, containing specisix Marine Corps judges, each with
Easter.
hibition team has scheduled ap- mens from all over the world, has
a potential contribution of 175
pearances at the University of recently been purchased by the
points, no judge gave Rowling
Kentucky, University of Illinois, k-eology department.
Green less than 169 points. Of the
The collection, comprising more
University of Dayton. Purdue Uniperformances in both individual
than 500 pieces ranging in price
versity, St. Peter's College in New
and exhibition drill, Cadet Col.
from
less than $1 to $500, will
York City, and Ohio State UniverEdward F. Limbach, RGSU com- sity. The team's next appearance serve as a display and teaching
Dr. Robert W. Decker, professor
pany commander and commander
will be March 13 at Gannon Col- aid to the department. The callecof geology at Dartmouth College,
tinn
was
acquired
from
Mrs.
Florof the University's ROTC battle
lege in Erie, Pa.
will speak on "Renewed Activity
group, could only say, "It was faence W. Watkiiu of Port Jervis,
Honorary Majors Barbara A.
of Anak Krakatau," a volcano lobulous!"
Kchulz and Pamela K. Purdy. N.Y., whose husband spent many
cated in Indonesia, at 7:30 p.m.
Howling Green also wns second
Pershing Rifle sponsors, and Capt. years gathering the specimens.
tonight in 70 Overman Hall.
The fact that the locality of
George E. Peck and Sfc Donald
of the 12 schools in competition
Dr. Decker recently returned
for the Honor Company Award.
Traynor, AROTC instructors, ac- each specimen is known is the colfrom 18 months of teaching at the
lection's primary value. The speciXavier University, over-all comcompanied the PRs to the Xavier
University of Indonesia. During
mens come from moat of the states his stay there he visited Anak
petition winner, scored first place
competition.
of the United States and England,
Krakatau during two eruptions.
Italy, and Russia. Dr. Joseph J.
This volcano erupted from the sea
Mancuso, instructor in geology,
in 1927 and since that time intersaid the department was very
mittent sctivity has built an island
lucky to buy the collection because
nearly one mile across and BOO feet
it would have taken many years high.
to collect the specimens indiviDr. Decker's talk, sponsored by
dually.
the American Association of PetroBy Nlkkl. Simon
leum Geologists and the geology
Comparing the methods and
Speaking about sports, Miss Daldepartment, will be illustrated by
courses taught in America with ziel said, "Of course, since most
colored slides and a motion picture.
those taught in New Zealand, Miss of the population of New Zealand
It is open to the public.
Margaret Dalziel, English instruc- is of Australian and English desAppointments to four AWS comtor at the University of Otago in cent, the most popular sport is
Dunedln, New Zealand, stated that rugby, which is similar to Ameri- mittees were announced by Diane
the major difference between New can football. Its drawback is that D. Winter, preaident of AWS, at
Zealand and American college edu- it is a summer sport, limited by the Legislative Board meeting Dec.
cations was in the greater variety the season. There is a University 6.
The committees and their memof courses offered and required rugby team that plays amateur
The University peace department has
here.
teams, but on the whole there la bers sre Mary Jo Isch and Carol moved la the around Sear o| Ike Main
In gathering information which not a great amount of emphasis K. Augspurger, May Sing committenance Bid?. The telephone eitenslon
tee; Lillian Korba, Patricia A.
would assist the University of Ot- put upon collegiate sports."
numbers are 111 and IBB.
Locker, and Mary Alice Williams,
sago in devising a more detailed
Most popular of the pastimes enStudents mast register their mill—s
officers'
installation
study program, Miss Dalxiel visited joyed by the New Zealanders are dormitory
biles with the University peace depart
Rowling Green, Ohio State Uni- the so-called "three Rs"—rugby, committee.
Donna C. Workman, Marilyn J. menl. said Raymond Whlttaker. assistant
versity, and Oberlin College. She horseracing, and radio. Rugby is
will vu-.it other colleges, high played by the townspeople much as Siegel, and Karen J. Wright, form dean el students.
Candidate. Jar January grodnattou
schools, and institutions of learn- golf or t.-imis is played by Ameri- study committee, which will study
ing before returning to New Zea- cans, and horseracing is almost regulations, sign-out form, and may purchase official announcements
In
the University book store.
procedures; and Judith A. Heyland.
a weekly event.
Two movies. -Career el Ms meal Tech
bruch, M. Elizabeth Embree, and
No Speech Offered
Beverly J. Shoop, demerit study oology' and "The Human Cel and Use
"New Zealand students working
and survey committee, which will Cyvoterhnnleemr wUl be shewn lor
toward a bachelor of arts degree
premedlcal technology BSBtBnm In I0«
study and survey demerit areas in
in English would stress languages,
Moeeley Hall, at 7iM pjn. Thursday.
fetation to sorority house responsihistory, and geography. In AmeriStudents In the BsmefB of Buetnsss
bilities and dormitory demerits.
ca, many additional courses are reAdministration wishing to take the typ
quired including science, speech,
log proflcmacy sjBsammmBms this see.
Eight organisations will Interview
and psychology. Physical education
ester should report le the college office,
also is required at most of the seniors next week.
10B Hayes Hall loss arrow. The enamiu
(Continued from page 1)
colleges I have visited. In DuneInterviews, as scheduled by the
anon win be give, at 4 p-m. In 312
din, we do not even offer speech placement office, are:
WTOL-TV News Director Gordon Hayes Hall Thursday.
and physical education," Miss DalStudents who Save received approval
Ohio BeU Telephone Co., Ian. 17. Ward, master of ceremonies, conziel said.
fessed that this was hit first lor second SISllsUr National Defense
lor women, any malar.
beauty contest. "I've never done
Student Loans may obtain Ibetr checks
Miss Dalziel laid students InS. D. Leig«*dof and Co.. Ian. 17. let anything like this before," said he, after Wednesday. Jan. 15 at the student
terested in debate, drama, and
accounting majors.
with delight!
financial aid office. Ill Administration
journalism at Otago take part in
There seemed to be a little con- Bide,
these activities, but only In their
Social Security Agency. Ian. 11. lot
fusion as Mr. Ward got the enveall motor*
Cheeks will not be available |o> those
spare time.
lopes a bit tangled, but with the
students who have received tentative
"We do have a school paper,
Crestlln. Public School* loo. II. lor
help
of
Dr.
Donald
C.
Kleckner,
loan approval.
but the students publish It on their elementary education majors, English,
chairman of the speech departOnly students whe ere ■BmBssmnl
own with no special help from the industrial arm, social steams, geo
ment,
one
of
the
judges,
the
mixla June or August 1M1 will be per
instructors. The paper largely con- araphy. and speech and hearing therup
was
straightened
out
quickly
adtted
to register in BmtsmBmvB eSl.
cerns world-wide student newa and apy majors.
and the winners were announced.
Aay students newwysd la
appear* to be more humorous than
S. S. Kreege. Ian. II. for heilim
The other judges were Donald
401 who ore set saejBmtBmej
the B-G News," aha said.
admlnletration. liberal arm, and exe
D. Simmons, Wood County prosecu^ of the above dam. mat make
When asked if a limited curricu- entire training.
tor; Elden T. Ehrman, an ATO
lum, such as that of an English
American United Isle Insurance Co. alumnus; and Mrs. John H. Hepler,
major, would handicap students
who filled in for Miss Toledo, Pegwho wish to go on for a master's la* IB. life Insurance.
gy Kennedy, who was unable to
degree, Miss Dalziel replied that
Commercial Motor Freight, tnc_ Ian. attend.
she did not think so. "The educa- IB. general badness, and traffic and
IWUJUJ Greta State IJnU/raihj
The organ
music, provided
tion students receive at the Uni- transportation.
throughout the evening by Jsmes
versity of Otago is sufficient by
The official ■■■spasm p.Hlsiil m
S. Magyar of Kohl Hall, gave the
Internal Revenue Service. Ian. IB. for
European standards. If a student
the eyes and Interest of Ike stn.snl
show a final professional touch.
decides to come to the United ill i smmBms sesjocs.
body of Bowung Gree. Stale University
States for further education, he
Seniors may register for Interviews
A four-year degree program is •very Tuesday and Friday, uoept emrcould probably take any courses at the flimi I office. SIM AdmmJs
provided at Bowling Green in jourha was lacking," she said.
nalism.

Pershing Rifles Capture 2 Firsts
At Xavier Invitational Drill Meet

Geology Dept. Buys
New Specimens

Volcano Eruptions
To Be Talk Topic

More Variety In U.S. Schools/
Says New Zealand Instructor

Winter Appoints
4 AWS Committees

Official
Announcements

Interview
Schedule

Miss BGSU
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Andy Claims 'Robbery'
After 62-61 0U Win
ly lob Home

It's very difficult for a basketball team to defeat its opponents when they have six men on the floor. Such a situation
occurred Saturday night in Memorial Hall before the eyes of
5,300 fans. Ohio University had Bunk Adams, Larry Kruger,
Bill Whaley, Dave Katz, and Loren Wilcox on the regular team
plus "a friend in need" in the person of Ed Herbert
Who's Ed Herbert? Herbert

was one of the striped-shirt

JUMPING JACKS—Elijah Chatman. Larry Kruaer, and Jim Routson battle (or
a rebound la Saturday night's action In Memorial Hall, whit* Dorr* Kail (11).
Lyle Pepin (33), Bunk Adams (22). and Bill Whaley (10) mo.e In lo aid lk.li
respectWe teammates. A strong second half comeback gar* Iho visitors a 1241

win.

OU Cops AAU Titk
BG Tankers Take 2nd
Ohio University, looking
more and more like the team
that will snap Bowling
Green's six-year reign in MidAmerican Conference swimming,
ended
the Falcons'
three-year domination of the Ohio
Senior AAU district championship
with several record-breaking performances, while the Dayton Dolphins won the women's division in
the three-day meet here last week.
Tom Boyce, Ohio University,
and Sandy Mathison, Dayton Dolphins, were the outstanding swimmers of the meet as they aet a
total of six records between them.
Bowling Green's Gary LaPrise
got the annual meet under way as
he won the 1,500-meter freestyle
event in the time of 20:41. He beat
the defending champion John McM ii linn by 13.7 seconds. Stacia
Clark won the women's first event,
setting a meet mark of 3:01.5 in
the 250-yard freestyle.
LaPrise won his second event
of the meet in the 220-yard free-

style.
The
women's
250-yard
breaststroke was won by Toledo
Club's Jackie Cupp. followed by
John Wetter-green's meet record
in the men's 220-yard breaststroke.
Following the women's 100-yard
breaststroke, won by Glass City
Aquatic Club's Noreen Wolcott,
the Falcons' Howard Comstock
won the 100-yard backstroke.
Four meet records were broken
in the next four events as Saturday's competition ended. Miss
Mathison set a record in the 200yard butterfly in the time of
2:52.8, followed by Boyce's near
American mark in the 220-yard
butterfly. Boyce's time of 2:18.8
was not far off Bill Yonyk's mark
of 2:17.1. Becky Link and Boyce
won their respective 400-yard individual medley events. They both
set meet records in their preliminary heats, with Miss Link having
a 5:44.4 and Boyce a 4:54.6.
In the last four events of the
day, the Dayton Dolphins' 400-yard
freestyle relay team set a mark
of 4:23.0 and the Bowling Green
400-yard freestyle relay team of

individuals keeping law and order
in Saturday's game and also the
individual who called a "deliberate" foul on Falcon Pat Haley.
The foul call cost Bowling Green
the ball game. 62-61.
"It was a very poor call on his
part," Coach Harold Anderson
fumed after the game. "They
called a deliberate on him when he
was just going after the ball. Tell
me, who in the devil would commit
an intentional foul with seven
seconds left in a tie ball game?"
Tied Beven Times

This was the situation — the
game, which had been tied seven
times before in the second half,
was 61-all, with 1:53 remaining in
the contest.
OU went into a freeze, playing
for the final shot. Guard Bill Whaley dribbled around the floor with
Haley guarding him. As Whaley
started past him, Haley took a
swipe at the ball, hitting .him.
Herbert called a two-shot foul,
while the other referee, Don Elser,
signaled for a one-undone. Whaley went to the line and missed the
first of his tosses. All the players
started upcourt as Nate Thurmond
picked off the rebound. But Herbert's whistle sounded again and a
lengthy discussion between the officials and Anderson ensued. As
usual, the referees were right and
W.haley sank the shot that sent
the Falcons down to their first
Frans Fauley, Barry Walsh, Hank
Reest, and LaPrise, had a record
of 3:32.6.
Record breakers were Mathison, 100-yard freestyle, 1:02.3;
LaPrise, 100-yard freestyle, :61.1;
Jackie Cupp, 100-yard breaststroke, 1:16.0; and Wettergreen,
100-yard breaststroke, 1:06.3. Ric
Pixley, Bowling Green frosh, came
in second to Wettergreen, but set
a freshman record of 1:08.6. Other

Mid-American Conference defeat.
OU Leads MAC
The win was OU's eighth in 10
games. The Bobcats have lost only
to nationally ranked powers Ohio
State and St. John's. They also
remained undefeated in MAC play,
with a 3-0 mark.
Whaley, the smallest player on
the court, proved to b« the Falcons' major nemesis. Going into
Saturday's contest with a 15.6
average, he connected for nine
field goals and five fouls for a
game-high total of 23 points.
Thurmond was high for BG with
16 counters. Nate the Great also
swept the boards 20 times, easily
winning his rebounding duel with
the Bobcats' 6-8 Stacy Bunton.
Bunton had just two points and
nine rebounds.

DAWSON DRIVES—Bobby Dawson, who scored three straight baskets that
gore BO a temporary lead late In the second hall ol the (til loss to Ohio
University, seems to be getting a boost from BUI Whaley as he drops In a layup.
Bobcats Stacy Bunion, left and Dare stats watch the action.

Pro Squads Select 6 Falcons
Six members of the 1960
Falcon football team, Bernie
Casey, Clarence Mason, Jack
Harbaugh, Bob Bird, Ralph
White, and Bob Reublin, were
drafted recently by teams in
the American and National Football Leagues.

Routson Right Behlad

Captain Jim Routson was right
behind Thurmond with 16 points,
several of his baskets coming at
key points during the contest. The
spark during the second half,
though, came from guard Bobby
Dawson, who got three fast baskets
on steals. Elijah Chatman played
a fine defensive game and tallied
12 points.
Howie (Butch) Komives, with
28 points, paced *ve BG freshmen
to their seventh win without a defeat against a strong University
of Detroit yearling squad, 91-84.
Tom Baker connected for 17, while
Buford Davis had 10 and played a
•trong defensive game.
records were by Mathison, 100yard butterfly, 1:10.6; Boyce, 100yard butterfly, :66.3; Clark, 600yard freestyle, 6:31.0; Betty Link.
Dayton, 200-yard individual medley, 2:38.0; Tom Boyle, OU, 200yard individual medley, 2:21; Marty Schenk, 200-yard individual
medley freshman mark, 2:21.1;
Dayton's 400-yard medley relay
team, 4:64.7; and Ohio University's 400-yard medley relay team.

Casey, a first-round draft choice
of the San Francisco '49ers, also
was selected by the AFL's New
York Titans, but signed with the
'49ers because "the NFL is a more
secure league. The setup is something like big boy and little boy."

Casey

BO Hoopsters Travel
To Toledo University
For Television Debut
The Toledo Rockets,

cur-

rently riding an eight-game
winning streak, will be the
opposition tomorrow evening
for Coach Harold Anderson's
Falcons in a rivalry which
annually has provided local cage
fans with some of the top thrills
of the season.
Coach Eddie Melvin's squad has
a balanced scoring attack to throw
against the visiting Falcons. Headed by sophomore Larry Jones with
an 18.2 average, Toledo has four
starters in double scoring figures
with a fifth, guard Bobby Pawlak,
narrowly out of the circle with a
9.4 mark.
Coach Harold Anderson will not
be able to concentrate on stopping
Jones as three other starters have
grabbed game scoring honors. Forward Jerry Galicki, center George
Patterson, and guard Ralph Lewis
have each led the Rockets.
Toledo is one of the hottestshooting teams in the nation with
a .446 percentage. Each of the
starters is averaging better than 40
per cent on their shots, compared
with Bowling Green's .356 average. It is evident the Falcons will
have to come up with one of their
better games in order to beat the
Rockets.
Toledo started off on the wrong
foot when they dropped a 60-64
decision to Southern Illinois but
since then they have rolled over
eight straight opponents, among
them nationally ranked Villanova
and MAC foes Western Michigan,
Miami, and Kent State.

Varsity-Frosh Meet
Opens Grappler Year

its whats up front that counts ^
IFILTER-BLENPI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
I I iMMMllM

"'•' "'-IT ■||2M it p.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarefteshould!

The Falcon grapplers opened
their 1960-61 season in an intrasquad meet in preparation for their
opening match of the year Saturday, Jan. 14. The "Hoppers" edged
the "Staggerers" 27-22, indicating
that the two squads, each composed of both varsity and frosh
wrestlers, were evenly matched.
Coach Bruce Bellard said, "Our
main problem to contend with at
the present time is conditioning. I
was pleased with the efforts of
several individuals, including Bill
Murphy, John Ruper, Jim Hoppel,
who all won on pins, and George
Letzner, Keith Sommers, and Al
Kebl, who decisioned their opponents.
In other matches freshman Ray
Steely decisioned Jim Stagg 1-0,
Tim Kerlin, another frosh, decisioned Dave Long 6-6, and Senior Lou Hull was decisioned by
yearling Dick Reinhardt 5-0.

The 'liters plan to use Casey
us cither u slotback, end, or defensive halfback. Casey played end
in his freshman year. He's confident of his chances. "I honestly
believe I have a good chance of
sticking. I'm really looking forward to playing," he said.
Mason Undecided
Mason has been contacted by
both the Green Bay Packers and
Boston Patriots but is undecided
as to which team he will play for.
"I'm craiy about the idea of playing but I just don't know where,"
Mason said.
Bob Bird, a second-team allMAC choice, wus picked by the
Houston Oilers of the AFL. The
Oilers will use Bird at a guard
position because of his weight.
Bird said he was thinking of signing, "just to see what I could do."
White, a draft choice of the
Oilers and the Baltimore ColU,
has signed with the Oilers. "I
thought I would go with the Oilers
because the AFL is a growing
league and I think I can do the
job," he said.
Harbaugh Will Wall
Harbaugh has been drafted by
the Los Angeles Chargers but
wants to defer any decision until
after the Falcon baseball season,
because if he were to sign a contract now he would become a pro
and thus ineligible to play baseball for the Falcons.
Reublin, the bruising fullback,
was selected by the New York
Giants. He .has not been contacted
by the Giants and is not sure of
his plans.

16 Greek IM Squads
Begin Basketball Play
Intramural basketball got into
full swing yesterday with a complete schedule of games.
Top action should come from the
16 fraternities entered in two
leagues. The team entries include
Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Tau
Omega, Beta Gamma, Delta Upsilon, Delta Tau Delta, Kappa Sigma,
Phi DelU Theta Phi Kappa Psi,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi Kappa Tau,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Theta Chi, and Zeta Beta
Tau.
Each of these teams is entered in
the A league of play, while Alpha
Tau Omega, Delta Tau Delta,
Kappa Sigma, Phi DelU Theta.
Phi Kappa Tau, Sigma Chi, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Theta Chi
have teams entered in fraternity
B league play.
Games will be at 6:30, 7:30, 8,
8:30, and 9 p.m. for the fraternity
teams. Each team is to furnish a
competent referee and spotter for
each game. The championship will
be decided on the win-low records
for the entire tournament.
Under Milton Olander in 1922,
Western Michigan went through
the football season not only undefeated but also unscored upon in
six games.
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Orchesis Program
Friday, Saturday
Follows Art Theme

Students To Present
7 Original One-Acts
Seven original one-act plays,
written by student* In the advanced playwritlng classes, will be
presented in Gate Theatre at 7:80
p.m. Friday, Jan. IS, and Saturday, Jan. 14,
"I Remember When" by Gene
R. Stebbins, "It's Parliamentary,
My Dear" by Mary Kay Fiachbach,
"Donovan . . . Donovan" by Ronald
T. O'Leary, and "Lodge of Wilderness" by Felton J. Mick will be
presented Friday.
"If There It A Way" by Mina L.
Zenor, "Blackpoint" by Carl J.
Recktenwald, and "World Without
Green" by Roberta L. Wolfer will
be presented Saturday.
There will be no admission
charge.

Pins To Pans |
Going . . .
Marcia Hendershott, Genesee
Nursing School, Rochester, N.Y.,
pinned to Pete Palermo, Sigma
Chi; Missy Miller, Gamma Phi He
la, to Mike Smith, Alpha Tau
Omega, Mount Union; Lynn Alexander, Gamma Phi, to Paul Arendt,
Phi Kappa Psi, Toledo University;
Ann Postle, Alpha Chi Omega, to
Gene Cloud, Alpha Sigma Phi, TriState; Mary Ann Coacarelli, Alpha
Chi, to Paul Marko, Theta Chi;
Julie Hill, Delta Gamma, to Boh
Bell, Pi Kappa Alpha; Sue Roberts, DG, to Pete Bailey, Sigma
Chi, Miami; Mary Ellen Fry, DG,
to Don Griffith, Sigma Chi, Purdue; Judy Lisy, DG alumna, to Bob
Clawson, Sigma Nu, UCLA; Sherri
Tlpton, Delta Zeta, to Larry Arps,
ATO; and Joyce Marcel!, DZ, to
Ronald Bell, Tau Kappa Epailon.
Karen Ann Precht, Shatiel,
pinned to Jalan L. Aufderhelde,
Delta Upsilon; Dottle Moyer, Alpha Iota, Bliss College alumna, to
John S. Durfee, DU; and Betty
Lou Ricker, Alpha Gamma Delta,
to Kenneth Alan Jack, Kappa Sigma.
Going . . .
Mary Ann Hummon, Alpha Delta Pi, engaged to Arnold Kasten,
South Euclid; Carol Nolan, ADPi
alumna, to Bill Holtzhaucr, Saint
Marys; Dottle Shankland, Alpha
Chi, to John Eisenhouer, Delta Upsilon; Barbara Schraitle, Prout, to
Michael Donart; Sally Mottl, Alpha
Phi, to Ron Isgro, Phi Delta Theta
alumnus; Carol Quimby, Alpha
Phi, to Jerry Murphy, Phi Kappa
Tau; Karen Cremean, Alpha Phi,
to Ken Cooper, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Helenanne Ellis, Alpha Phi, to
Frank Kuenzii, Upper Sandusky;
Marcia Maglott, Alpha Phi, to Jay
Hershey, Sigma Chi; Jan Stash,
DO, to Bob Kinstle, Phi Psi alumnus; Barbara Miller, DG, to Denny Sun ill, Sigma Nu; Gloria Ziegler, DZ pledge, to Bob Van Meter,
Phi Mu Delta, Wittenberg University; Phyllis Toth, DZ, to John
Washburn, International Business
College alumnus; Lenore Llewellyn, DZ. to Ken Selig, BaldwinWallace; Pat Riley, Gamma Phi,
to Gene DeMoss, DU; Carol Vac-

at
of
at
III

LOVE ME. LOVE MY DOO—Linda Stellen aol caught In a whimsical
a campui party, wearing sua glasses—to protect her from the snow's glare,
coarse. She's also wearing something on her arm which Santa Clous left her
an early type Christmas party ... you name It shell probably let you wear
How about 'WhlaMeyr

Student Court Charges
7 With Non-Registration
Student Court held its first sesxion of the new year Thursday with
14 cases on the docketSeven students, Julia R. Mairs,
Thomas F. Eddy, Westley Glover
Jr., Richard A. Smith, William A.
Stevens, Joseph N. Cistone, and
Arch E. Tunnell, were charged
with non-registration. MiBs Mairs,
Eddy, and Glover were found not
guilty. Tunnell, who was tried in
absentia, was also found not
guilty. Cistone was found guilty
and fined $25.
Stevens, who was found guilty,
had $15 of his fine suspended. The
charge against Smith was deferred
pending further information concerning the offense.
Scott D. Damschroder was cited
with a first moving violation and
fined $6.
Found guilty of first parking
violations and fined $1 were Thomas M. Delancy, William D. Strubbe,
and Stephen R. Miller, who was
tried In absentia.
Second parking violation charges
carielto, Gamma Phi, to Denny
Allar, PiKA, Northwestern University; Roberta Worstell, Gamma
Phi, to Ron Austin, USAF; Marg
Hanson, Gamma Phi, to Bryan
Hayes, Heidelberg; Helen Moles,
Gamma Phi, to Dave Roberts, Ohio
State; and Julie Southard, Kappa
Delta alumna, to Gene Hainen,
Phi Tau.
Deanna J. Shannon, Harmon
Hall, engaged to Doyle E. Robinson, Rodgers.
Gono
Anita Kissling. ADPi alumna,
married to Gene Meili, Sigma Phi
Epsilon alumnus; Graceann Honeck, Alpha Chi, to John Reese,
Rollins College; and Marilyn Fleury, Alpha Chi, to Tom Purdom,
Sigma Nu.

LEHMAN'S
Pre-Inventory Sale
Suits — Topcoats — Shirts
Sweaters — Jackets

30% TO 50%
-OFFLEITMAN'S gg?
"Monty Of Free Parking In Roar Of Stan"
147 N. Mala St

Phono 7411

were filed against Mrs. Therese M.
Florlan, John W. Eakin, and Paul
H. Petersen. Mrs. Florlan was
fined $3 and given a week's suspension of driving privileges.
Eakin was fined a total of $7
in lieu of the suspension, and
Peterson was ordered to pay $3
and attend three consecutive Court
sessions.
Robert S. DeTchon was found
guilty of his third parking offense.
The court fined him $10 and suspended his driving privileges for
three weeks.

Orientation Setup
To Be Discussed
At Coffee Session
The second in a series of freshman coffee hours will be held from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Historical Suite of the Union.
Topics to bo discussed at the
meeting will
include
possible
changes in the freshman orientation program which will be aimed
at making the program more effective.
The meeting will be divided to
devote one hour to the freshman
representatives and one hour to
the student orientation leaders.
There also will be a discussion of
the possibilities of including interested freshmen in various University committees earlier in the
school yeor so that students' abilities may be utilized sooner.
The Student Orientation Board
is sponsoring the coffee hour. All
who plan to attend are asked to
contact Janice L. Hofitetter, chairman of the board, at the Alpha Xi
Delta sorority house.

Composers Discuss
Music On WBGU
"Composers on Composers" may
be heard over WBGU, the University's FM radio station, every
Saturday at 4 p.m.
During this aeries, such notable
American composers as Milton
Babbitt, Elliott Carter, Aaron
Copeland, Leon Kirchner, Ernst
Krenek, and Roger Sessions, discuss their own music
The music of Bela Bartok, Alban
Berg, Paul Hindemuth, Arnold
Schoenberg, Igor Stravinsky, and
Anton Wcbern will be discussed by
other prominent composers who are
closely identified with the work of
these masters.
"Composers on Composers" is a
Fromm Music Foundation production and is distributed by the National Association of Educational
Broadcaoters.
The laundry (ground floor,
Women's Bldg.) is open from 7:80
a.m. to 4:80 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Students
may take their laundry there during those hours.

STATIONERY SPECIAL
97c for 2 boxes
START OFF THE NEW YEAR
WRITE
The University Bookstore
— m THE UNION —

Orchesis, the modern dance
group, will present its annual concert at 8:15 p.m. Friday and Saturday, in the main auditorium.
Variety is the keynote of the
concert with 14 dance numbers included in the program. Del Sartc,
the beginning modern dance group,
will perform with Orchesis.
Four solos will be produced.
Janet K. Renaux will dance to a
p< cm. Donna Jaco to the spiritual,
"Take My Mother Home;" Robert
K, Haskins to "Rejection," and
Janet Smik to "Olympian."
Also included will be a second
performance of two sections of a
dance number called "War-Why?,"
a 1969 thesis dance production of
Miss Mary Jo Freshley, intern instructor in health and physical education and adviser to Orchesis,
Two other numbers are "Hysteria," danced by Miss Jaco, Carolyn
H. Pirner, and Melinda Sue Wilson; and "Fnnfolk," performed by
the officers.
Officers of the group are Miss
Smik, president; Beverly J. Craig,
vice president; Barbara Spinn,
secretary; Elaine D. Traub, treasurer; and Miss Jaco, publicity.
Admission to the concert is free.

Health Service
Limits Visitors
Changes in University Health
Service visiting hours and procedures have been announced by
Dr. John M. Marsh, director.
There will be no afternoon visiting hours. Evening visiting hours
are from 7 p.m. to 8 i> m,Only one
visitors at a time will be permitted
to see a patient. Each visitors will
l>" limited to 16 minutes.
Students confined to the hospital will not be permitted to receive
visitors during the first 24 hours
following admission.
These regulations are designed
to afford patients needed rest and
to prevent the spread of colds and
other infections, Dr. Marsh said.

Luther, Bill Of Rights
Lontain Parallelisms
Dr. Max L. Baeumer, assistant
professor of foreign language,
pointed out in a recent article that
Martin Luther's demands for the
fundamental rights for all people
are the same as those expressed in
the Bill of Rights.
In his paper, entitled "The Bill
of Rights in Martin Luther's Address to the German Nobility," he
mentions that thinking in the
sixteenth century Reformation period may have influenced the writing of the Constitution.
A native ol Oenaany, Dr. Baeu
nor lust noticed a parallelism between Lather's Ideals and those
expressed In the BUI ol Rights while
shidyug for his American dason
ship papers.
In declaring there is only one
class of human beings, Luther stated that although the clergy and
rulers had legislative power and
religious ordainment, this did not
mean they were entitled to special
privileges.
Luther advocated the separation
of the church and state. In defense
of this belief he outlined what Dr.
Baeumer believes to be a forerunner to our present Bill of
Rights.
A second article entitled, "Luther's Ideas on Social Reforms in
his Address to the German Nobility," also is to be published.
In due article. Dr. Baeumer dU
CUSIM
Lather's social welfare
theories. Many of oar modem wel
fare programs. Including criminal
rehabilitation, seem to have bora
influenced by Lather's earlier sua
gesnona. he reports.
Dr. Baeumer expects both
articles to be published in "Sosiale Welt," a German scientific
periodical.
Dr. Baeumer received the equivalent of bachelor's and master's
degrees before coming to the
United States, and in 1969 received his doctorate in German Literature at Northwestern University.
He has been at the University
since 1969.

Parking Prohibited
On Fraternity Row
"The driveway surrounding the
recently vacated fraternity housing
units and all areas at the new
men's residence center are strictly
prohibited to University student,
faculty, and employee automobiles," said Raymond Whittaker,
assistant dean of students.
"These two areas must be reserved for construction workmen
to park their automobiles and
trucks," stated Mr. Whittaker. A
new parking area dots to the new
man's residence canter will be constructed soon, said Mr. Whittaker.

Special 48-Day Summer Session
Slated For Entering Freshmen
During: the Hummer of 1961, for the first time, Bowling
Green State University will offer a special extended session
for entering: freshmen.
The session will begin June 19 and end Au(j. 23. Included
in this period will be 48 class days. Classes will not be held
on July 4, but this day will be made up on Saturday.
All freshmen entering- the
Each freshman must take Eng-

University in June will be enrolled in this special experimental
program rather than in the regular summer sessions.

Effect of Now PoBcy
Because of the new policy
adopted by state universities, persons who have not placed in the
upper two thirds of their high
school class may not enter a state
university in September. Many of
these students in the lower one
third of their high school classes
will enter the special session in
June. There also will be many
freshmen entering in June who
wish to accelerate their education.
Recommendations from faculty
members indicate that five-week
sessions are too concentrated for
entering freshmen. With this in
mind, the administration has decided to try a program which will
allow entering freshmen to earn
credits in the summer without attending
concentrated
sessions.
Classes in this extended session
will meet five times a week for
50-minutc periods.

lish 101. He will then have a choice
of Biology 110, History 161, HPE
101. or Speech 102 to make a
total of 10 or 12 semester credit
hours.
Enrollment Anttclfxiled
Dr. Ralph H. Geer, director of
Summer School and off-campus
programs, anticipates the enrollment of at least 90 freshmen in
this special session.
Other changes in the summer
sessions
program
include
the
changing of class times to allow
for a 10-minute break in any class
lasting more than 50 minutes during the regular Summer Sessions.
These regular sessions have been
scheduled from June 13 to July
18 and from July 20 to Aug. 23.
Extended Time
The two Summer Sessions wil
extend over five week ends rather
than the usual four to give the
students more time to work on
reports and do extra reading. This
change has been recommended by
the faculty.

with
On Campos MaxQhuImaji
{Author uj "I H us » 7'nii-cipr Dwarf, "The Many
Lorn of Uobir (willu", tie.)

THE ENGINEERS HAVE HAIRY EARS
Today in tin- age nf technology when engineering graduate"
arc wooed anil courted l>\ all of America's great industries, how
iln you account fur the fact lliat Rimbaud Sigafoos, who finished at the very top of Ins class at M.I.T., turned down hundreds of attractive job offers tn accept employment aj a machinery \vi|MT at the Acme Ice Company at a salary of *'2II a week
With B twelve-liinir day, a seven-day week, and tally fifteen
minute* for lunoh?
I know what you are thinking: "CktfcktM la jitnmi!" VoU are
thinking that Mr. Acute, head til the Acme Ice ('ntu|iatiy, has
a beautiful daughter with whom Itimliaud is madly in love and
lie took the jolt only In IK* near her.
Friends, you are wrong. It i- true that Mr. Acute docs have
it daughter, « larqt, lOTpid (<IM nanitil I'lanlia who -petals all
he* waking hours scooping manripan out of a bucket and staring
at a television set which has mil worked in sonic years. Kinilmud
bus not the slightest interest in Clavdia; nor, indeed, docs any
other man, excepting possibly John Mingling North.
Si how BOOM Itimliaud kee|>s working for the Acme Ice
Company' ('an it be that they provide hint with free Marlboro
Cigarettes, and all day long lie is able to Battle kick, make
himself cotitfortalile and enjoy the filler cigarette with the unfiltcrcd tustc?

No, friends, no. liitulmud is not allowed to smoke on the job
Mad when he finishes his long, ntisenihle day he has to buy his
own Marlltoros, even as you and I, in order to settle buck uitd
enjoy that choice tobacco, that smooth, mellow flavor, that inciMttparalile filter, that |wck or box.
Well, friends, you might as well give up because you'll never
in n million years guess why Kinilmud works for the Acme Ice
Cont|iany. The reason is simply this: Kind mud is a seal!
He started M a performing seal in vaudeville. One night on
the way to the Ed Sullivan show, he took the wrong subway.
All night the |MMtr mammal rode the It.M.T., seeking a helping
hand. Finally a kindly lirakeman named Ernest Thompson
Sigafoos rescued the hapless Kintliatid.
He took Kinilmud home and raised him as his own, and
Rimbaud, to show his appreciation, studied hard and got excellent marks and finished u distinguished academic career as
valedictorian of M.I.T.
Hiinliaiid never complained to his kindly foster father, but
through all those years of grammar school and high school and
college, he darn near died of the lieat! A seal, you must remember, is by nature a deniien of the Arctic, so you can imagine how poor Itimliaud must have suffered in subtropical
New York and Boston, ee|iecially in those tight Ivy league
suit*.
But today at the Acme Ice Company, Rimbaud has finally
found a temperature to his liking. He is very- happy and sends
greetings to his many friends. C tell

MM

Shulatte

Any limt, any clime, you yet a let to like irilh a Marlboro—
and Kith Marlboro'* newest partner In pleasure, the unaltered, kiny-Mize, brand-new Philip Morri* Commander. Gal
abomnH
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Educational TV Begins I '« H* Realm Of Professors I United Campus Appeal
Supports Mental Health
Shack
Dr. gasmen
■"■iniii C
C. Shuck
Dr. Emerson C. Shuck, dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, gave
a talk on "Issues in American Education," before 600 students at
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
Jan. 5.

^

Final Testing Phase

The Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction,
a project in which the University is participating, will begin
signal testing Monday, Jan. 30 as a rehearsal prior to the start
of the first full year of lessons to be telecast in September.
MPATI is a project which involves telecasting school and college lessons over a six-state area through the use of airplanes.
The experiment is being carried on by the Purdue Research Foundation at Purdue University.
The signal testing was slated
to begin before Jan. 30, but technicians involved in the project
have run into difficulties in aircraft installation and flight testing. The testing is being carried
on to determine whether the transmitting and receiving equipment
is in sound working order.
To Com 150 200 MUM
Telecasts will cover a circular
area 160 to 200 miles in radius,
encompassing parts of Indiana,
Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio,
and Wisconsin.
It is estimated that 5 million
students will be affected by the
"telecourses." Its main purpose
is to extend educational facilities
to school systems too small to provide a satisfactory education under
present conditions.
The project will employ two aircraft—one to be used as a standby in ease of mechanical or weather difficulties—and will operate
from the Purdue University Airport A new 5,400-foot runway has
been built to handle these planes.
Difllcurnes Cause Delay
Sources have announced that
many difficulties have developed
in this lengthy and intricate experiment After the signal testing
phase, there will be a demonstration period lasting until Hay. It
is believed that by that time most
problems will be worked out concerning the functioning of both
transmitting devices and classroom
receivers.
That many students and teachers
will acquire much valuable knowledge from this experiment as
they witness one of the most
significant attempts to develop
closer ties with education and
sciences is the hope of the MPATI
staff.
Fred E. Williams, instructor in
education, is the area coordinator
for MPATI in northwest Ohio.

Literature Available
For Foreign Travel
Any students interested in traveling or studying abroad this summer may obtain pertinent literature
from Dr. Michael R. Ramon, chairman of the foreign languages department.
Dr. Ramon stated that there are
trips available almost anywhere in
the world, and there are dozens of
summer programs from which students may choose. Prices of these
programs range from 1696 to
$2,500.
These trips are available to anyone. Those interested should contact either Dr. Ramon or his secretary, Miss Doreen H. Williams,
in 301 Hall of Music.

Miami U. Will Host
MAC IFC Conference
The Mid-American Conference
Interfraternity Council Conference will be held at Miami University Feb. 3-4.
Representatives from Bowling
Green attending the conference
will be Dr. Elden T. Smith, dean
of students; Wallace W. Taylor
Jr., dean of men; James S. Dimling, president of the Interfraternity Council; James A. Brown,
president of Theta Chi fraternity;
and James R Lenga, Pi Kappa
Alpha.
The conference will be held during the semester break. Various
problems and new ideas will be
discussed.

Campus
Kaleidoscope
Conuna
Slama Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha,
professional music fraternities — Will
present a lolnt program ol American
music at IllS p.m. Sunday, Ian. IS In
the recital hall. HaU ol Music. Works ol
Hying American composers will be
presented by soloists from the two
groups and by a chorus of the entire
memberships.
Lutheran Student Association — WUI
meet at 6:30 p.m. Sunday, Ian. IS In
the Capital Boom of the Union. "Predestination" will be the sublect of a
talk by the Rev. Qreer S. lmbrle.
Sigma Alpha Ela—Will Beet at 7 p.m.
Thursday In 10S South Hall.
German Club—Will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday In the Pink Dogwood Room o|
the Union. A film on Swltserland, a
•peech by a student who traveled
through Germany, and group discussions
are planned for the evening.
SAM—WUI meet at 7 pjn. Thursday
In the Alumni Room of the Union.
Election of officers and a film about
"Red China" will be featured. ley pic
hires will be takes.
Student Campus Wives—WUI meet at
I pjn. tonight at the Ohio Fuel Gas CoIll S. Main. A cooking demonstration
by Miss letty Newton, called "Dinner on
the Double." will be given.

Business Education Department
Dr. Mearl R Guthrie, chairman
of the business education department, was elected national editor
for the next biennial meeting of
Pi Omega Pi, the national honorary fraternity in business education, at a recent meeting in Chicago. Dr. Guthrie and the University chapter of the fraternity will
be responsible for publishing the
fraternity newsletter seven times
each year. Roger D. Eversole,
Emily A. Shaw, and Dorothy A.
Tallman also attended the meeting.
Charles B. Smith, instructor in
business education, attended the
annual meeting of the American
Business Writing Association in
Washington, D.C., Dec. 27 through
29. Dr. Guthrie was discussion leader for a problem clinic on the
topic, "Development of Proper Attitudes for Young Office Workers"
at the annual meeting of the National Business Teachers Association in Chicago, Dec. 27 through
30. Dr. Elfreda Rusher and Dr.
Galen Stutsman, associate professors of business education, also
attended the meeting.
Dr. David O. Matthews
Dr. David O. Matthews, assistant
professor of health and physical
education, is the new chairmanelect of the intramural section of
the College Physical Education Association. The election took place
at the annual meeting in Washington late last month. He will be in
charge of the group's December
meeting. This ia Dr. Matthew's
fifth national office in health and
physical education and athletic organisations.
Dr. Raymond Yeaaer
"The Campaign Speaking of
Richard M. Nixon," an article by
Dr. Raymond Yeager, assistant
professor of speech and forensics
director, recently appeared in a
special publication of the Ohio Association of College Teachers of
Speech. Dr. Yeager's article was
published as part of a series which
dealt with the 1960 presidential
campaign.
After traveling with Adlai E.
Stevenson in his 1966 Ohio Campaign tour, Dr. Yeager has had
published in the "Central States
Speech Journal" an article entitled,
"Stevenson: The 1966 Campaign."
In the article he discusses the
strategy, preparation, invention,
delivery, and analysis of Stevenson's speeches.

Going

Miss Beryl Parish
Miss Beryl Parrish, assistant
professor of English, has been invited to contribute regularly to
the Abstract of English Studies
which is published by the National
Council of Teachers of English.
Miss Parrish has accepted the invitation, and has begun her work
for the publication.

Chemical Journal Club—Mel Ian. 4.
Alrln Strohscher and John H. Rombouts spoke on their summer experiences at Owini IUInols and Lubrltol
Carp. The next meeting will be at Till
p.m. Wednesday. Ian. II In 140 Overman HaU.

Dr. WUUam E. Harrington
Representing Bowling Green at
the annual Ohio Education Association
Representative Assembly
meeting in Columbus Dec. 16
through 17, was Dr. William E.

Young Republicans—WUI meet at 7
p.m. Thursday In the Toft Room of the
Union. Charles Kurfess. state repreeen
tanve from the Filth District, will speak.
Roy pictures will be taken. Memberships
wlil be accepted.

CLASSIC BALLET
MODERN JAZZ
BGSU students who wish to study CLASSIC
BALLET and/or MODERN JAZZ are invited to
attend classes now in progress at the WOOD
CO. DANCE CENTER.

Classes in JAZZ conducted by "Bud" Kerloin.
BALLET and POINTE classes conducted by
M. Fink.
Phone 21415 for additional Information.

Wood G<uuUy Sane* Cente*
714 W. Woostsr St.

Bowling Green. Ohio

M. Fink, Dinctor — Phono 21415

Harrinirtfin assistant
a««Utont to
*A the
»kn dean
,i^..«
Harrington,
of the College of Education. This
meeting was attended by delegates
representing the schools and colleges of Ohio. The purposes of the
meeting were to recommend proposed legislation to be presented
to the Ohio General Assembly, and
to formulate and recommend various professional standards.

Dr. Donald C. Kleckner
Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, chairman of the speech department, attended the annual convention of
the National Speech Association
of America in St Louis Dec. 28,
29, and 30.
Dr. Kleckner participated in a
panel discussion dealing with internal departmental speech problems
and a symposium concerning employment and training of beginning speech instructors.
Dr. Wlllard Fax. Dr. Stewart Berry
Attending the recent Northwestern Ohio School Administrators' meeting were Dr. Willard
Fox and Dr. Stewart Berry, assistant professors of education.
The meeting, held Dec. 6 at
Vanlue, in Hancock County, was
sponsored by the State Department of Education. Proposed legislation in the transportation area
was the main item of discussion.
Dr. Robert D. Henderson
Dr. Robert D. Henderson, chairman of the business administration
department, has been requested by
the McGraw-Hill Book Co. to make
a comprehensive review of a proposed new book. McGraw-Hill has
requested Dr. Henderson's advice
on whether to publish the book,
"Principles of Industrial Organization," by Schultz and Sampson
of Cornell University.
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, associate professor of English, has
published an article on "Hardy's
'Gurgoyles' " in the autumn number of Modern Fiction Studies.
The whole issue of the magazine
is devoted to the works of Thomas
Hardy. Dr. Carpenter's contributions, ranging widely over Hardy's
novels, deal with the English novelist's Imagery of the grotesque and
its significance to his view of life.
Dr. Russell Decker
Dr. Russell Decker, associate
professor of business administration, served 15 days on active duty
with the U.S. Army, beginning
Dec. 11. Dr. Decker Is a lieutenant
colonel in the Army's Corps of
Engineers. He has a mobilization
designation assignment in Washington, D.C., in the office of the
Chief of Engineers. During the
training period he was quartered
at South Post, Fort Myer, Va.
Dr. Jacob Terduin
Dr. Jacob Verduin, chairman of
the biology department, had a
paper published in the October
1960 issue of the journal "Limnology and Oceanography."
The microscopic plant communities of western Lake Erie, and the
chemical changes produced by
their life processes, are the subjects of the paper. It describes research carried on at Put-in-Bay,
Ohio, during 1957-58 by members
of the biology department.
Prof. E. Eloise Whitwer, Bruce
Cowell, and Mrs. Frances Kramer
were employed on the project,
which wai subsidized by the National Science Foundation.
Dr. Donald B. Longworth
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, chairman of the sociology department,
has written a review of the book,
"Marriage and Family in the Modern World."
Dr. Longworth's review of the
book appeared in the November
1960 issue of the magazine, "Marriage and Family Living."
Dr. Longworth's summary says,
"It is an inexpensive source of extensive reference material."

Cooper, Matthews
Attend PE Meeting
The College Physical Education
Association, a professional organization of college physical education
teachers and administrators, conducted its 74th annual meeting
Dec. 27 through Dec. 29 in Washington, D.C.
Representing Bowling Green at
the Association meeting were Dr.
Samuel M. Cooper, chairman of
the department of health and physical education, and Dr. David O.
Matthews, assistant professor of
health and physical education and
director of intramural athletics
for men.
All phases and problems of
health and physical education were
discussed. Dr. Cooper participated
in a panel discussion on "teacher
education," and Dr. Matthews participated in a panel discussion on
"intramural athletics."
Classes met both in Bowling
Green and in Toledo before moving to BGSU's present campus.
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Contributions from the United Campus Appeal, Jan. 17
through 19, will be divided among four charities: Mental
Health, CARE, Mascular Dystrophy, and the Student Emergency fund. This is the second in a series of four articles
informing readers of the B-G News about the four charities.
Mental Health is a community responsibility. Many people
do not realize that it strikes
part-time and most have long waitone person in every 10. Mental
ing lists. At least 3,500 full-time
illness is known to be an import- clinics are needed If we are to
ant factor in bringing on many have one for every 50,000 people.
physical illnesses, including canOn any one day of the year
cer, heart diseases, and tuberculosabout 13.500 are la our menial
is. At least 60 per cent of the
hospitals. 124)00 under Use ate
millions of medical and surgical
of 24.
cases treated by private doctors
Medical science does not know
and hospitals have a mental illness enough about mental illness—Its
complication.
causes, how it can be prevented,
Each year about 1.240.000 persons
and how mental health can be
receive treatment In our public
maintained. Medical science does
federal, and private mental hospiknow that early treatment is the
tals or In the psychiatric wards of
key.
general hospitals. There are as
Improvement and expansion of
many people In hospitals with menfacilities for the care and treattal Illness, at any one time, as with
ment of our community's mental
all other diseases combined.
patients in well-equipped, wellEach year about 500,000 per- staffed modern hospitals, is needsons are admitted for psychiatric ed, along with expansion of public
treatment in mental or general and private services for early diaghospitals. Of these, at least 92,000 nosis and non-hospital treatment
are admitted for the second or of mental disorders.
third time.
The latest government report
shows about 1,300 psychiatric clinics in the U.S. Half of them arc
Chester C. Arnold, '67, has returned to Bowling Green as a
counselor in the University placement office, President Ralph W.
McDonald has announced.
Mr. Arnold, who received a
The second annual AWS Installbachelor of science degree in busiation of dormitory officers will beness administration, formerly was
held at 3:30 p.m. today.
the Maine and New Hampshire territory manager for the Sunbeam
The ceremonies will be conducted
by the AWS Executive Board
Corporation.
members in the Dogwood Suite.
As placement counselor, Mr.
After the service, Mrs. Florence
Arnold will assist with the counCurrier, dean of women, will speak.
seling of University students seeking jobs after graduation, and
Lillian Korba, chairman of the
the arranging of interviews betdormitory
officers'
installation
ween seniors and representatives
committee, said the public is inof business, industry, and boards
vited and that school clothes may
of education.
be worn to the installation.

BG Grad Returns

Installation Today
For Dorm Officers

Golden Writes Book
On Cowper's Poetry
The normal mental preoccupations of all men as they
attempt to find stability in a world of insecurity is considered
in the book "In Search of Stability," written by Dr. Morris
Golden, assistant professor of English.
The book, published by Bookman Associates, concerns the
poetry of William Cowper, an eighteenth century English
poet.
By a close analysis of theme
and imagery, Dr. Golden has demonstrated the degree of unity
and coherence in Cowper's chief
poem, "The Task."
He also considers the poetic
production of Cowper as powerfully expressing the abnormal
mental preoccupation which repeatedly reduced the poet to periods of insanity.
The book is the latest in a series
of publications by Dr. Golden on
eighteenth century writers.
While on a research assignment
for the University last summer,
Dr. Golden collected material on
novelist Samuel Riohardson from
the British MuBeum, and spent
the rest of the summer in Berlin
working on it.
He hopes to undertake a book
on RichardBon this summer.

Public Law 894, the last bill for
disabled veterans, is the least used
at Bowling Green at the present
time. There is only one student attending the University under thiB
bill.

segalls
Across From Music Hall

Punchless Binders
NEW! Mid-American
Conference Pennants
of Universities—79c
A Few More FREE
Schaeffer Pans Lsjftl
(Buy 2 cartridges. Pan Fraa)

segalls
Acrou from Music Hall
No Finer Dry Cleaning
Anywhere. And At
Iteaular Prices. Too.
Shirts Only — 25c

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches
A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
CaTJ 30801
For!

Always Ample
Free Parking

Pw r,
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Calendar Of Events
Tuesday, January 10. 1MI

11:00 a.m. 12 BOO
11:00 aa 12 OK
IliM as. -12 ■«
2:00 p.a.
1:00- S 00 e.m.
1-.10 p.m.
S:20- Sit* P Ju.
2.2C- SlSS p.m.
2 20-11:0* p.m.
4i00- J:K p.m.
4:20 5:00 p.m.
•iM-lli** p m.

IH-11:00 pa.
»l**- •:*• p.m.
• iOO-lliOO p.a.
3:30- 4:15
Si**. 3:00
2:20-11:00
4:30 5:00
4 45 1:00
lltS- 7:00
«:00- 1:30
■ iM-lliOS
• 20 pa
1:20 1:00
'■>"- SlSS
1:2* 10:00

ODD JOBS, ANYONE?—An e«ampie ol unusual laUnt put lo UM around
ih. Unlv.rslty U Nancy vVTjeolock'i electrical work. Miss WhMlack works a* a
•hap awUtanl In Ih* •poach department. Sho usually gets callod upon to do
■uch things a> lopalc Hags lights or holp In slags Ml construction.

Leaf Waxing, Anyone?
Unusual Jobs Listed
■y lonr Wollrom
Anyone looking for students who are holding down unusual jobs has come to the right place. When it comes to "off
beat" occupations, you name 'em, the University's got 'em.
For example, the University can boast of having a leaf
waxer, pigeon releasers, a rat feeder, an assistant mortician,
and a female electrician.
(ulating data in connection with
The scientific-minded set
the University's Atomic Energy
Commission grant-in-uid, is the job
will be interested to hear that
of Roland H. Fark. A biology mathe biology department has stujor, Fark collect* water cress from
dents who help pay their tuition by
Urschel Quarry. The cress is tested
measuring photosynthesis and res.mil the oxygen and carbon dioxide
piration in water, leaf burners who
content recorded.
check on radioactivity, and a milk
Although not specifically part
tester who counts enzymes.
of his job, Fark, who begins work
•wool Cook
nl G a.m., often has to chase fish,
The University also has a stuturtles and mice around the biology
dent who works in silk screening,
laboratory. It seems the creatures
and a German student who specialoccasionally get loose and have a
izes in "sweet cooking" at the
hall in Mosclcy Hall.
Union.
Radioactivity Sioulhs
Leaf waxer Joan H. Stariniky, a
Roger P. Flower and Terry I..
senior majoring in education, ii in
Hufford participate in the ABC
charge of dusting, watering, and
program. Both men collect data
polishing up all the plants in the concerning the amount of radioUnion. Miss Starinsky often finds
uctivity in various types of leaves.
herself surrounded by kibitzers
After burning the leaves, the ashes
while performing her duties. "Don't arc checked to sec if some types of
forget to wash behind their ears,"
leaves contain more radioactivity
and "Mary, Mary, quite contrary,
than others or if the amount of
how does your garden grow?", are
fallout is greater at certain times
a few quips she hears frequently.
of the year.
Will her job aa flower girl help
Hufford, a senior biology major,
her after she graduates? "Not unhails from Waterville. He was the
less I marry a business major,"
first student at the University to
she said.
learn how to operate the nuclear
Pigeon releasers Howard L.
equipment.
Noona, Jamea R. Hart, Howard C.
Flower, who also doubles as a
Imhoff, and Boyd T. Marsh work
waiter in Howard's Restaurant, is
for Dr. Louis C. Graue, associate a senior from North Royalton. He
professor of mathematics. Dr.
hopes that the University's A EC
Graue is engaged in research work
project will convince people that
in connection with the National
biologists really do more than juat
Science Foundation.
romp through the meadows chasing
He ia studying the physical basis
frogs and bugs all day.
of bird navigation. It is the pigeon
Chocks Campus Milk
releaser's job to transport the
Every Tuesday Michael F. Lalli
pigeons to points up to 50 miles counts the bacteria In the milk
from Bowling Green and release
used by the University. Following
them. The birds' travel time in rethe count, he analyzes the milk to
turning home is then recorded by see If there is any indication of
Dr. Graue.
enzymes present.
Can* For Bats
In analyzing cream, Lalli checks
The task of caring for a rat
to see that there are no potentially
colony is held down by Robert J. dangerous organisms present His
Hill, a senior majoring in biology.
reports are made periodically to
The rats are used in experithe health center. Lalli Is from
mental research by graduate stuMansfield.
dents and faculty members in the
Hoping for a career in designing
psychology department. The rat
and silk screening is Peter G. Todd,
colony has about 65 members. They
an art major from Norristown, Pa.
are of the black and hooded variety
Todd frequently makes up the
and thrive on a special laboratory posters for major
University
chow and water diet. Caretaker events. He pointed out that silk
Hill sees to it that the rats have screening gives an artist an opporenough to eat and drink.
tunity to be colorful and creative.
Raymond O. Wright lives and
His pet peeves are the "last minute
works part-time at the Deck Funer- jobs" that keep him up all night
al Home. A sophomore majoring in
and the "just whip up a couple of
biology, Wright plans to go to quick posters" projects. These
embalming school after he gradu- "quickies" usually take about 10
ates. "Life is never dull in a hours to do, he said.
funeral parlor," he said.
Benno Wymar, a cook in the
Last summer, Wright recalls, he Union, is perhaps the University's
was called out on an emergency beat-travelled student A native of
run to care for a motorist who had Dusseldorf-Rath, Germany, Wybeen found slumped over the wheel.
mar is a junior majoring in politiA quick check indicated that the cal science. He spent three years
man was in a coma. The victim was aa a practical apprentice in the
rushed to the hoapital. Wright kitchen of a large hotel in Wuplearned later that the "coronary" pertal, Germany, before coming
victim was merely a sound sleeper here. He now specializes in "sweet
and had awakened in hia hoapital cooking" for the Pheasant Room
bed,
refreshed
and
laughing. dinars.
Wright's face is still red.
Wymar has traveled in the Far
In addition to his ambulance East southeast Asia, Europe, Cadriving chores, he double* as janinada, Mexico, and the United
tor and assistant in the operating States. Last summer he worked as
room.
a cook in Kings Canyon National
re-ale Electrician
Park, California.
Moot Unusual Of AD
The University's female electrician ia Nancy L. Wheelock. a
Robert E. McKay has one of the
speech major. Working aa a ahop most unusual jobs of all—he keeps
assistant in that department, Miss a record of unusual jobs. As stuWheelock is called upon to repair dent financial aids counselor, Mr.
McKsy has been asked by several
stage lights. This leads to numerous remarks by bar fellow students national surveys to submit to them
about her being an industrial arts a list of all peculiar occupations
or carpentry major. She hope* her on the campus.
Anyone who knowa of other
technical experience will aid her in
unusual jobs should contact Mr.
a set designing or directing career.
Collecting, recording, and cal- McKay, 211 Administration Bldg.

p.m.
p.a
p.m.
p m
p a.
p.a.
pa.
POL
p.a.
pm
p.m.

7:00- 0:00 pa.
TlOO- 0:00 p.m.

PIM Clan Keeuna
Delta Pnl Delta MMon*
LSA ■•MatwM COUSM)
racully Damn Koodoo

U.lverslly Union
Ta» Aim OaUery
University Onion
U.lverelty Union
Front Chapel
ISA Pastoral Conliri.cn
Loll An*
412 Soalk (toll
Stuck Dop4. loci. Moot, on Annonndn*
"maunon"
Oeiverntry On
ConncU on Student Affairs
University Onion
University Tnoatro aekearsals (DTOM)
dene Theatre
AW1 Leaislotlvs Board Hooana
University Union
Inkn-VanritT Christian Fellowship
ureht Anteroom. Front Chapel
Oiakeols Dane* Kinminl ._
Main Auditorium
University Thoalio Ono Act
Play Roh.ar.al
100 111. lit. 204. III. Ill lonlh Hall
SOW Credit Onion Mooting
......Oulvermly Onion
Dona Gonna All Compui ■■nnndn
Campu.

—

Wednesday. January 11. INI
UCf Mld-wook Cnapol
.Plant Cnapol
Conn* Hour
University Onion
University Tnoatro Rehearsal (Drees)
Gato Thoatr*
InlorVarollr Chrl.llan F.llow.hlp ...JUehl Anl.rooa Plant Cnapol
Zappa Doha PI initiation
University Union
Presbyterian Students fvenlna Sorrlco
Plant Cnapol
lappa Doha PI Initiation Sanquet
University Union
Orchool. Daneo rl.noar.ol
Mala Auditorium
Homo Economic! Club MooSna
University Onion
ACE Keeuna
Unlvseslty Onion
Orientation Board MooMna
Unlversltr Onion
Unlvsrslly Tnoatro Ono Act
PIOT rl.hearsals
Soalk Hall. IS*, ill. HI
SannotttaU with Unlrorillr ol Toledo .Toledo
U.lverelty Union
Zappa Mn Epnlon M..0.q
70 Overman Rail
Blgmu Gamma Epsilon Mooting

Thursday. January 12. 1**1
_
Ustvorsity Onion
Unlvsrslly Onion
UCT Boilgion Course wllk rather Tronlwoln
->ooki
and
Coffoo"
Unlvsrslly Onion
2:20- KB p.m.
University Union
PanJIoUonlc Council Plodgo Trainers Council
2:20- 3:00 p.a.
University Thoatr. Rohoamal (DTOM)
Oato Theatre
3:30-11:00 p m.
Inlor Varsity Chrt.flan r.llow.hlp
nleht Anteroom, Prout ~
4:20- 3:00 p.m.
OnlTomlly Onion
Boury Club Mooting
«:00- SlSS P m
' Cnapol
Christian Sdonco Church Sorrieo .....
• ilO- 7:15 pm.
AocepUon Grand Ma.l.r F * AM ol
1:20-11:00 p.m.
Ohio Dinnof and Dane.
OoiTOmlty Onion
University Theatre Ono Ad
0:30-10:00 p.m.
Plcrr n.h.arsals
1|
III. 111. lot. South Hal!
PI Omoga PI Monthly Mooting
0:10- 7:30 p.m.
Unlvsrslly Union
Orch.il. Dane. R.h.arsal
"sdn Aadlmrli
0:10-11:2* p.m
United Campus Appoal Mooting
IS) Manna Mall
7:00- liOO p.m.
gamma Thota Upsilon and Geography
7:00 1:20 p.m
Club K.etlna
University Union
Gorman Club M..tlng
Univ.roily Onion
7:00 0:30 p.m.
S.A.M. M.odna
Onrromlty Onion
7:00- 0:00 p.m
Iplieh Dopl. Radio Writing Workshop
411 South HaU
7:00 p.a.
Young Republican Club Mason*
OnlTomlty Unlo
7:00 1:00 p.m.
rriday, January 13. MS I
Inter-Vanity Chrl.llan r.llow.hlp
Right Anmioom. Pront Chapol
4:30- 3:00 p.m.
UnlTomlly Theatre Ono Act
0:30-10:00 p.m.
Play Rehearsals
It*, lit III South HaU
Organ necllal
—Radial Bail HaU a) Manic
7:00 10:30 p.m.
Alpha Tan Omoga Dots Party
Old Host. ParMae, Ohio
7:00 p.m -12 M.
Original Ono Acts
Oast Theatre
7:30-11:00 p.m.
]
Faculty Couple. Bridge
University Union
• :00 p.m.
University Onion
Inter Vanity Chriitlan r.llowsklp .
0:11- (ill p.m.
Main Auditorium
OrchMlS Dane. Concert
1:15 11:00 p.m.
Saturday January 14. 1M1
Bwlm Meel al l.nyon College
Wrestling with rtnalay Colloq.
JOSO
Rlghl Anteroom. Pront Chapol
Inl.r-Var.lly Christian rslloarshlp
4:20 5:00 p.m.
Tau Kappa Epsllon Founder's Day
Unlvenlly Union
OiOO- OilO p.m.
Bsnt Hall o| Mnsle
Elden Enraan Student Oboe Recital
7:00-10:00 p.m.
Phi Delta Thota Splash Parly
Hatalorinm
7:00 p m 12 M.
Original Ono Acts
GaW Theatre
7:20-11:00 p.m.
Miami
•askstnall with Miami University
...Mann Auditorium
Orche.1. Danes Coneort
1:15-11:20 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
1:00 V m 1:00 a rr . Pol Kappa Tau PlayBoy Danes .
OnlTorslry
Onion
Kohl
Hall
Cloeed
Formal
i:00 p.m.-lt M.
Sunday. January 15. 1MI
Plant Chapol
11:00 a.m.-ll noon Gamma Delta Lutheran Student Worship BSIVIM
Humanist Society Meeting
Unlvsrslly Onion
2:00- 4:24) p m.
Inlsi.Varsity Christian rsUowshlp
Rlgkl Anil Him. Preul Chapel
4:20- 5:00 p.m.
UCT Sunday Evening Program
Pront Chapol
0:00- 0:20 p.m.
Lutheran
Student
Ass'n.
Discussion
Group
University
Onion
t:30 1:00 p.m.
UCT Evening Program:
Unlvsrslly Union
0:30- 0:00 p.m.
Delia Psl Kappa Mooring
Woman's Bid*. Lounge
0:30- OiM p.m.
American Music Program
ReclMI Hall. HaU ol Music
0:30 10:20 p.m.
Monday January 1*. 1MI
UCr Religion Course— Rev. Davis
University Onion
liM- 3:30 p.m.
2:20- 4:20 p.m.
2:30- SlSS p.m

- Dorm News Thirty-eight women have been
elected to dormitory offices in recent weeks.
Serving as dormitory presidents
are Marilyn J. Siegel. Prout Hall;
Jacqueline J. Belsler, Treadway
Hall; Carol S. Fenn, Lowry HaU;
and Barbara A. Hursh, Harmon
Hall.
Vice presidents are Wanda J.
Horlocker, Prout; Gloria A. Minahan, Treadway; Joyce A. Gerding,
Lowry; and Linda J. Sullivan, Harmon.

Ronald D. Daniels will serve as
dormitory president and food service committee chairman of Rodgers
Quadrangle. Robert J. Weber was
elected social chairman and Michael H. Wonner head of Rodgers'
athletic committee.

oocreiuiles

A good example of the alumni
clubs that have been formed across
the country by former students
at Bowling Green ia the Cleveland
Alumni Club. More than 1,000
Cleveland area alumni are eligible
for membership.
Far from being just an organisation, the Cleveland group is active. Last summer, more than 160
alumni boarded the boat "Goodtime II" for a moonlight cruise—
a chance for them to get together
at a time other than Homecoming.
The Ohio University-Bowling
Green football game, billed aa the
game of the year for BG, was attended by the alumni, who chartered a bus to come back to the campus.
As a "helpful" project, the
Cleveland Alumni Club sponsored
the Collegiate Chorale performances at the Lakewood Civic Auditorium in Lakewood. The money
raised at the concert was applied
to a scholarship fund.
The group Is headed by a board
of trustees, and has a number of
active committees, including publicity, membership, student recruiting, fund raising, athletics,
and social snd scholarship.
The regular due* are $1.50 per
member. Thi* includes any graduate of the University, or snyone
who has completed at least 60
Hour* of credit work here.

New secretaries are Carol L.
Wolfe, Prout; Eileen A. Tambel'ine, Treadway; Sandra J. Pappas,
Lowry; and Judith A. Mathys,
Harmon.
Serving as treasurers this year
will be Shirley A. Boetz, Prout;
Kathleen G. Kitzel, Treadway;
Sandra L. Petrovich, Lowry; and
Judith L. Hollopeter, Harmon.
Corrimor lops

LSA Coffee Boar

Women representing the residents as corridor representatives
are:
Shatzel: Joyce L. Brumm, Alice
L. McKay, Janice E. Huff, Anna
M. Schneider, and Nita A. Cordy.
Prout: Susan J. Galaba, Judith
A. Schmahl, Carole A. Troyell,
Sandra S. Niles, Barbara J. Blatnlk, Judith L. Weaver, and Edwlna R. Fink.
Treadway: Charlotte A: Anderson, Jean J. Hunsicker, Marjorie
A. Levin, Jane Buckingham, and
Barbara A. Germann.
Mooney: Caryl Ann Pape, Charlene Mclntire, Rosemary Wilson,
Judith L. Jewell, and Karen K.
Woofter.
Kohl Hall residents have elected
John D. Miller dormitory president
and social chairman. Dennis E.
Surrell and David L. Cayton were
elected athletic and food service
committee heads, respectively.
2:20- 3:0*
4:00 3:10
4:20 5:00
0:24- 1:30
1:30-10:00
7:00 p.m.
7:00-10:00
7:00 11:00
7:00 11:00
Till- 0:0*
7|2*- 1:30
I M p.m.

p.m.
p.m
pa
pa.
p.m.
pa
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pm.

Cleveland Alumni
Active During I960

Curbeton.
__
University Union
PrmMsllsnlii Council Mioia*
University Union
Inlor-Varelly Christian Fellowship
Rlghl Anmioom. Pront Chapol
Arnold Air Society Mssnno
—.
University Union
AWS Judicial Board Meeting
It* Oats Theatre
•pooch Depi. sect Most on Ann.nnom* — 413 South Ball
Sigma Tau Delia Meeting
University Onion
Unlvenlly Theatre Rehearsals
Main Auditorium
Unlvsrslly Theatre Rehearsals
Gate TnOOWO
Army ROTC Cadet Staff Meeting
_
University Onion
Beta Alpha Pel Meeting
University Onion
ITC Mooting
University Union
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DRIFRSODIS
SPEECHI_SS!

MAKE MONEY! Dr. Frood is unable to answer letter
from perplexed student. Your help needed. Lucky Strike
will pay $200 for best reply to this letter:
Dear Dr. Frood: How can a man such as yourself be so
wrong so often, so stupid so consistently and yet,at
the same time, have the intelligence, good sense and
outstanding good taste to smoke, enjoy and recommend
the world's finest cigarette—Lucky Strike?
Perplexed

If you were Dr. Frood, how would you answer this letter? Send us your answer in 80 words
or leas. Try to think as Krood thinks, feel na rYood feels. For inatance, hi* answer fnifht be
■HAVENT YOU BVKK HKAKIJ OF SCHIZOPHRENIA?" You can do better. All entries
will be judged on the basis of humor, oritrinitlity and style (it should be Froodian). I-ucky
Strike, the regular cigarette college student* prefer, will pay $200 to the student who, in the
opinion of our judges, aonda the beet answer to the letter above. All entries must be poetmarked no later than March I, 1961. Lean back, light up a Lucky and THINK FROOD.
Mail your letter to Lucky Strike, P. O. Box 16F, Mount Vernori 10, New York. Enclose name,
artdron, college or univarsily and class.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some faste for a change/
©-re.

Product «y Jy+Jfin+uea* Jo&m-K&yM-y — Jiifa» is mr mmUU 1

